
Baby T-shirt・Bodysuit 
Baby legging 
Bloomer 
Footless sleepsuit 
Reversible baby bib (double-sided Japanese pattern type) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
・Made from Japanese knit fabrics from wa-knit textile 
・May shrink due to washing 
・Dry without delay 
・Tumble drying should be avoided 
・If any skin problems are observed when wearing the product, please take measures such 
as wearing underwear 
・Please note that this is a handmade product and there may be individual differences 
 
 
  

Cotton 100% 
Made in Japan 

Donʻt bleach 
Machine washable 

Warm iron 



Front-opening bodysuit (Japanese style) 
Japanese summer clothes for Kids or babies (called Jinbei-san) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
・Made from Japanese knit fabrics from wa-knit textile 
・May shrink due to washing 
・Use of laundry nets is recommended 
・Dry without delay 
・Tumble drying should be avoided 
・Ensure that the strings do not catch on or tangle with the childʼs fingers 
・If any skin problems are observed when wearing the product, please stop wearing it or 
take other measures such as wearing underwear (bodysuit seams are on the outside to 
avoid direct contact with the skin) 
・Please note that this is a handmade product and there may be individual differences 
 
  

Cotton 100% 
Made in Japan 

Donʻt bleach 
Machine washable 

Warm iron 



Reversible vest with wrapped button 
 (with pile fabric, with waffle fabric) 

Baby hat 
 (unlined and with wrapped button, lined with pile fabric) 
Reversible baby bib (with waffle fabric, with pile fabric)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
・Made from Japanese knit fabrics from wa-knit textile 
・The pile and waffle fabrics used are also 100% cotton    
・May shrink due to washing 
・Use of laundry nets is recommended 
・Dry without delay 
・Tumble drying should be avoided 
・If any skin problems are observed when wearing the product, please stop wearing it or 
take other measures 
・Ensure that the strings do not catch on or tangle with the childʼs fingers （string-tie 
type reversible baby bib） 
・Please note that products made from a combination of different fabrics may be distorted 
due to differences in shrinkage after washing, but this is a characteristic of the fabric 
(shape and hang immediately after washing) 
・Please note that products using wrapped button or snaps may be at risk of accidental 
ingestion if they come off 
・Please note that this is a handmade product and there may be individual differences 
 

Cotton 100% 
Made in Japan 

Donʻt bleach 
Machine washable 

Warm iron 


